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he issue of Nordic Sounds you are holding
in your hand is the last issue of the
magazine. As a result of structural changes
in the cultural area in the Nordic Council
of Ministers, all the arts committees are
being closed down, including the NOMUS
committee, which is responsible for publishing
this magazine. In future you will be able to
get information about Nordic music from an
Internet portal that will be established in the
course of 2007.
Here and now, though, we are happy to be
able to bring you new information about
Nordic music. With increasing interest our
British correspondent Guy Rickards has been
writing his way through articles about Nordic
women composers. He has found so many
exciting names that the articles have become
voluminous and have filled spread prolifically
over several issues. Rickards continues in this
issue, and he had hoped to be able to finish
the series with a concluding chapter on Danish
composers. That chapter must be put on hold.
Our London-based critic, Martin Anderson,
has followed the Finnish composer Kalevi
Aho for many years. One of composer’s
the latest works, the clarinet concerto,
was premiered in London earlier this year.
Anderson attended the premiere, and in
this issue he offers a guided tour of Aho’s
new work, as well as information about the
composer’s output in a publication from Aho’s
publisher, Fennica Gehrman, in Helsinki.
Rickards and Anderson have both devoted
much time and energy to rescuing good music
from undeserved obscurity. On the occasion
of the tenth anniversary of the death of Vagn
Holmboe, Rickards presents a portrait of the
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Nordic jazz is enjoying a good deal of attention
in the outside world. The American author
Stuart Nicholson has written a book entitled
Scandinavian Jazz and the Global Explosion.
In this issue Nicholson writes about his
experiences of Nordic jazz and jazz musicians.
Often we see Nordic artists who hesitate to
step on to the international stage. One reason
for this is the risk of comparisons with the
great international stars. This attitude is an
expression of a distinctively Nordic mentality
where artists do not care to take centre
stage. In connection with a book about Carl
Nielsen one scholar has called it the “bitplayer syndrome”. People would rather see
themselves as minor than main characters.
In our day it is important to dare to match
oneself with the best, for the simple reason
that there is nothing to fear: Nordic creators
and performers can easily stay the course
abroad. And the network that international
activity entails benefits one’s further career.
Nordic composers, research centres and
ensembles are involved in an EU-supported
project that works with electro-acoustic music.
The head of the project, Lamberto Coccioli,
talks about the European project in this issue.
The dark nights are over us now in the North,
and we are already beginning to long for the
light that the New Year must bring. From here,
our warmest thanks to our many loyal readers
all over the world, who have subscribed to
Nordic Sounds and thus gained insight into
Nordic music and musical life. To all of you
in the north, south, east and west, across
religions, skin colours and geographical
boundaries, we wish you an active, auspicious
and peaceful 2007.
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composer, and argues that he should be played
and recorded.

Dear Reader,

Nomus, the Nordic
Music Committee, is the
subcommittee of the
Nordic Council of Ministers
for musical matters, and
one of several Nordic
subcommittees, institutions
and steering groups.



The Concerto Man
The newest of Finnish composer Kalevi Aho’s series of concertos – the Clarinet Concerto
– was premiered in London earlier this year. Martin Anderson went to hear it.
by Martin Anderson

I

t seems most people who come into contact with
Kalevi Aho (b. 1949) have an improbable tale to tell
about him. The first one I heard – long before I had
met Aho himself – came from my dear friend, the late
Einar Englund, who was Aho’s orchestration professor
at the Sibelius Academy in Helsinki. Einar had asked
his twenty-year-old student if he composed, but the
question was shrugged aside, and so he assumed not
and set Aho some Debussy and Ravel piano pieces
to orchestrate. The result suggested that Aho’s heart
wasn’t in the task, and so Einar was on the point
of giving him a bare pass-mark when he asked him
what was the score he had with him. Aho passed over
his First Symphony – which, with typical Finnish
diffidence, he had never mentioned. The amazed
Englund, of course, now gave him the top mark.
Osmo Vänskä – who as principal conductor of the
Lahti Symphony Orchestra, where Aho is composer in
residence, has premiered almost all his major works
– has an unlikely Aho story, too. Sibelius’ scenic
music Karelia (1893) – the origin of the well-known
Overture and Suite, Opp. 10 and 11 – was preserved
incomplete: some of the orchestral parts were missing.
Sibelius’ widow reported after his death that in the
1940s they had had an auto da fé and burned lots of
manuscripts of music he wasn’t happy with (including,
very probably, the Eighth Symphony). Although half
of the Karelia music had been committed to the flames,
the later discovery of some of the instrumental parts
allowed the score to be partly reconstructed – but the
viola, cello, double-bass and flute parts seemed lost for
ever. And so, one Monday in 1997, Vänskä delivered
the surviving material to Aho to see if he thought he
could compose the missing instrumental lines and rang
him on the Thursday to find out if he thought it would
be at all feasible. ‘I’ve already done it’, Aho answered
matter-of-factly.
My own experience of Aho’s astonishing swiftness
of mind – and pencil (he doesn’t compose with a
computer) – also comes from 1997. In September of that
year, to mark the 40th anniversary of Sibelius’ death,
the Lahti Symphony Orchestra travelled to Helsinki
to perform all seven Symphonies – one of the earliest

outings for Vänskä’s radical view of the cycle – in
the Kallio Church. It was for the carillon of this very
church that, in 1912, Sibelius composed the chimes,
his Melody for the Bells of Kallio Church, Op. 65b (they
still ring out from the bell-tower every day), which he
later arranged as a piano piece. The final encore of the
three concerts was Aho’s orchestration of that gorgeous
miniature, not quite four minutes long. “When did
you do it?”, I asked him. “I did it on Monday”, he said,
unconcernedly. “So the orchestral librarian has been
busy trying to get the parts ready since then?” “No, I
did them on Monday, too.”
But that phenomenal rapidity means that Aho is the
kind of composer who delivers commissions when
they are needed, which makes him a popular choice
for musicians looking for a new work to expand
the repertoire of their instrument. And although
his output of concertos seems to have accelerated
recently, a look back through his catalogue reveals
a number of major concertante works concealed
behind innocent titles, for Aho, like an inventive
gardener, has a fondness for hybrids. The crossbreeding began in 1971–73, when his Third Symphony
emerged from what was originally intended to be
a violin concerto with its major solo part intact
and, therefore, an explanatory subtitle: Sinfonia
concertante No. 1. Orthodox concertos for violin,
cello and piano followed – in 1981, 1983–84 and
1988–89, respectively – before two more hybrids
stepped forward: the Eighth Symphony in 1993,
with a major part for organ, and the Ninth, which
calls for a virtuoso solo trombone, in 1993–94; it’s
also the Sinfonia concertante No. 2. The title of the
Chamber Symphony No. 3 of 1995–96 disguised a
would-be saxophone concerto (the first two Chamber
Symphonies are for strings only); and the Eleventh
Symphony broke the mould once more when it
emerged, in 1997–98, as a kind of concerto grosso,
with a concertino of six solo percussionists.

(2005) and clarinet (2005). I have yet to catch up with
all of these works, since Aho is composing them more
quickly than BIS can add them to its complete Aho
recording project, but the two I have encountered
– the Flute Concerto (recorded on BIS-CD-1499 – cf.
Nordic Sounds, May 2005) and the newest of them
all, the Clarinet Concerto – reveal a new quality to
Aho’s musical language. Its initial constituent elements
– inherited from a wide range of composers, among
them Shostakovich, Prokofiev, Mahler and Bruckner
– had long since melded together to form a sound that
could only be Aho, but the Flute Concerto, despite a
devilishly difficult solo part, is informed by a warmth,
a gentle strength, in the harmony which is strikingly
original; it’s almost as if Aho has attained some kind of
personal nirvana.
The Clarinet Concerto – premiered by Martin Fröst
on 22 April in the Barbican in London, with the BBC
Symphony Orchestra under the authoritative direction
of Osmo Vänskä – continues Aho’s symphonic blend of
strength and sweetness. Almost exactly half-an-hour
in length and constructed as an arch-shape in five
continuous movements, the Concerto demands some
prodigiously virtuosic playing of both soloist and
orchestra, a white-knuckle ride that brought a gale of
applause from us electrified listeners. The Concerto

owes its existence to Fröst: he was awarded a BorlettiBuitoni Trust award in 2003 and spent it commissioning
Aho to write the piece; Aho has responded with a score
that will take its place in the thinly populated ranks of
the world’s major clarinet concertos.
Seeing the Clarinet Concerto in perspective among Aho’s
output as a whole has been made immeasurably easier
thanks to a 96-page publication from his publishers,
Fennica Gehrman in Helsinki: Kalevi Aho: Orchestral
Works (ISBN 952-5489-01-9), which allocates a page
or so to each piece, with introductory texts by Edward
Jurkowski and Aho himself and adds a generous
selection of colour photographs and excerpts from the
scores. The discographical details (the covers of the BIS
CDs are reproduced) are supplemented by a 70-minute
CD of eighteen extracts and a complete list of works.
Happy the composer whose publisher gives him this
kind of treatment – but then lucky the publisher with a
composer like Aho to promote!
Martin Anderson writes on music for Tempo, The
Independent, International Piano and Finnish Music
Quarterly among other publications. He publishes books
on music as Toccata Press and last year launched Toccata
Classics, a CD label which will concentrate on rescuing
good music from undeserved obscurity.

It was as Aho crested the millennium that the real rush
of concertos began, with works for tuba (2000–1), No.
2 for piano (2001–2), flute (2002), two cellos (2003),
bassoon (2004), contrabassoon (2004–5), double-bass


A novel approach
to music with
live electronics
Integra – A European Composition and Performance Environment
for Sharing LiveMusic Technologies
by Lamberto Coccioli

A

desire to empower composers and
performers to work with live electronics
technology in a musical and user-friendly
way is at the heart of the Integra project,
an international collaboration of research centres and
new music ensembles supported by the European
Commission. Thanks to a programme of interrelated
activities along the three main axes of research,
creation and dissemination, Integra seeks to initiate a
widespread change of perception towards technology
among all the professional actors involved in
contemporary music creation and diffusion in Europe.
Integra started taking shape during many long and
inspired telephone conversations that I had with Luca
Francesconi, the renowned Italian composer and
professor of composition at the Malmö Academy of
Music, in September 2004. Luca must also be credited
for the project name – Integra – a simple and powerful
way to remind us of our real focus: the integration
of artistic and scientific elements in the creation
and performance of music with technology. After
agreeing on the project structure and strategy, Richard
Shrewsbury (formerly project administrator of Connect,
another large European music project) and myself
started to establish a network of partner institutions
and we completed the final application in October 2004.
While drafting the project, we set out to find concrete
answers to pragmatic issues. Inevitably, we ended
up making strong assumptions on the philosophical
and aesthetic implications of technology in music.
The fundamental issue with technology lies in its
unlimited potential and its self-replicating nature:


technology is inherently meaningless. If we are going
to use it in music we will have to ask ourselves some
hard questions. Why do we need it? How can it be
musical? How can it be controlled?

parts and the rapid obsolescence of the original
hardware and software have prevented the adoption
of a core repertoire of works using live electronics in
mainstream concert programmes.

In order to be harnessed, technology should be brought
back to a human dimension, and considered just like
another musical instrument – a polymorphous one,
to be sure, but still an instrument – that we can learn
and play. To achieve this, Integra aims to simplify live
electronics technology, and to establish a standard
vocabulary to describe it. The word “standard” is often
disliked, but we should not forget that the musical
instruments employed in our concerts are themselves
“standard”, in fact quite limited ones: nevertheless,
they allow the transmission of an extremely complex
and diversified musical message.

True to its name, Integra brings together research
centres (the scientific group) and new music ensembles
(the artistic group): two often-different worlds,
with different agendas and priorities, will share
their experience and work together. This is possibly
the single most important aspect of Integra: all the
activities of the project are designed to allow the
findings of the scientific group to feed back into the
events organised by the artistic group, and vice-versa.

Integra is not alone in this effort towards more userfriendly technology, although it is only recently that
usability, good interface design and a preoccupation
for how humans interact with machines have started
to appear in technology products. Sadly, as far as
the history of music technology is concerned, we
are still living in the colonisation phase. I like to
compare our current experience with the Wild West:
new territories are conquered every day, there are
no common laws, survival depends from individual
initiative. And we are all still digging in search of that
elusive gold mine. This explains the proliferation of
do-it-yourself systems over the past three decades,
when each work, even by the same composer, required
a different technological setup (hardware, software, or
both). The often-poor documentation of the electronic

The research activities will cover two main areas: the
modernisation of works that use obsolete technology,
and the development of a new software-based
environment for the composition and performance of
music with live electronics.

the inherent problems of accessing and maintaining
old equipment. Most of the migrated works will
quickly find a place in the repertoire of the artistic
members of the project, and, it is hoped, of many other
contemporary music ensembles around the world.
The knowledge and experience acquired in this vast
migration exercise will be used as one of the two
starting points for the development of the Integra
environment, the other being the feedback from
the ten composers that will receive the Integra
commissions. By combining the lesson of the tradition
with the requirements of contemporary creation, we
ensure that the Integra environment will be flexible
and robust, spanning an ideal bridge between past
and present technology.

RESEARCH

These two activities are closely related: during the
first year of the project the research centres will
transfer the technology of around thirty works,
chosen together with the artistic ensembles for their
musical and historical relevance. The transferred
music will include works by Gérard Grisey, Jonathan
Harvey, Tristan Murail and Arne Nordheim among the
others. This migration process will mainly consist in
adopting standard software-based solutions in order
to emulate faithfully the original set up and overcome

Usability and sustainability are the key words here.
The Integra environment will be easy to use, and
first and foremost a musical tool for composing and
performing with electronics; it will also define a
new vocabulary to represent electronic events in a
standard, software and platform-independent way
to ensure their long-term maintenance and survival.
More in detail, the environment will be composed of
four distinct elements:
1. Database – The back-end of the environment,
a standard online database to store modules,
performance data and documentation, initially for
each transferred and commissioned work.
2. Namespace – An OSC-compliant (Open Sound
Control) Integra XML namespace to represent and


share all live electronics data among the various
elements of the Integra environment.
3. Interface – The front-end of the environment, an
intelligent graphic user interface designed around
the needs of musicians and for maximum ease of use.
4. Engine – the actual DSP engine of the
environment, an extended collection of analysis,
synthesis, processing and control software tools.
The concept underlying our modular approach is
the representation of the audio network, the control
network and their behaviour over time independently
from a specific implementation. In other words, we
propose a higher level description of live electronics
that can stay the same while technology changes.

CREATION

Ten European composers will receive Integra
commissions, with each new music ensemble
commissioning two composers from other European
countries. The recipients of the first five commissions
are Malin Bång (Sweden), Natasha Barrett (UK/
Norway), Andrea Cera (Italy), Tansy Davies (UK) and
Juste Janulyte (Lithuania). These five composers will
be writing for small chamber ensemble (from three to
five players) and live electronics. The works will be
premiered between January and September 2007.

The second set of commissions, for large ensemble
and live electronics, will be announced at the end of
November 2006. The creations of these works will
happen between January and July 2008. Mixedmedia interaction will be encouraged, as well as sitespecific performance events.
Integra will retain exclusive rights on the
performance of the commissioned works for three
years after the creation, thus enabling every
ensemble to perform all the works commissioned by
the other ensembles.
Each composer and the performers involved in
the piece will be working with a research centre
in producing the electronics. This collaboration,
extended over a period of two visits (four for the
larger works), will allow the composer to work
with the tools being developed for the Integra
environment. The feedback from the composers
will be used to help design tools that are intuitive,
powerful, and above all musical.

DISSEMINATION

arrives the end of its official life in September 2008.
To achieve this ambitious goal we are devoting a
considerable effort to create a network of institutions
and individual contacts. We are also keen to establish
links with ongoing projects in related areas (digital
content preservation and storage, Human-Computer
Interaction, etc.), promoting standards and ensuring
interoperability between Integra and other related
applications.
In rough numbers, during the life of the project we
will be delivering: thirty individual training sessions
on live electronics technology for the commissioned
composers (each lasting three days), and forty
individual training sessions for the performers of the
new music ensembles (some of these sessions will
overlap, to allow composers and performers to work
together on the commissioned works); a minimum of
fifteen concerts and performance events, featuring
the commissioned works and many transferred works
from the existing repertoire.
We will run open workshops before the concerts
for local musicians and composers and produce
an annonce.pdf
innovative DVD
on the 11:29:48
project documenting
athelas
12/12/06

the Integra activities and presenting the Integra
environment through practical demos. The DVD will
be distributed to all new music actors in Europe.
We hope that the Integra environment will become a
de facto standard for the preservation, composition
and performance of music with live electronics. If the
project will be successful, the repertoire of European
contemporary music ensembles will grow accordingly
and performances of music with live electronics will
become more frequent, while forgotten works using
obsolete technology will become again active agents
in our musical life. Integra will also contribute to the
creation of a new breed of highly mobile professional
musicians: empowered by light, accessible and reliable
technology, they will be able to travel and perform
around Europe with their expanded repertoire, helping
to bring down the barriers that still today prevent many
musicians from using technology in the first place.
Lamberto Coccioli, an Italian composer currently
working as Head of Music Technology at UCE
Birmingham Conservatoire, is Integra’s Project
Manager

The success of the Integra environment will be
measured by its public support and widespread
adoption by composers and performers in Europe and
around the world. We aim to build a community of
musicians and researchers to look after Integra once it
The Danish Arts Agency supports
Athelas Sinfonietta Copenhagen
2005-2007

Montana is the main sponsor for
Athelas in the season 2006/2007

FACTS, INTEGRA
Integra – A European Composition and
Performance Environment for Sharing Live
Music Technologies is a €1,035,048, 3-year
cooperation agreement part financed by the
European Commission through the 2005 call of
the Culture 2000 programme [ref 2005-849].
Started in September 2005, Integra is led by
UCE Birmingham Conservatoire in the United
Kingdom. The project partners are:
New Music Ensembles
Ensemble Ars Nova, Malmö
Athelas Sinfonietta, Copenhagen (co-organiser)
Birmingham Contemporary Music Group,
Birmingham
BIT20 Ensemble, Bergen (co-organiser)
Court-circuit, Paris (co-organiser)

Krakow Academy of Music, Krakow
La Kitchen, Paris
Lithuanian Academy of Music and Theatre, Vilnius
Malmö Academy of Music, Malmö (co-organiser)
NOTAM, Oslo
SARC, Queen’s University, Belfast
Association of European Conservatoires
The composers commissioned so far are:
Malin Bång, Sweden (Athelas Sinfonietta)
Natasha Barrett, Norway (Ensemble Ars Nova)
Andrea Cera, Italy (Court-circuit)
Tansy Davies, United Kingdom (BIT20 Ensemble)
Juste Janulyte, Lithuania (Birmingham
Contemporary Music Group)
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E-mail:

Athelas Sinfonietta Copenhagen has long been established as
a leading Danish Chamber ensemble and the nation’s foremost
new music ensemble. Concert series, participation in operas
and festivals, international tours, recordings of new Danish and
international music and an imaginative concert program has
set Athelas out as a remarkable institution. Time after time,
a unanimous press has emphasised the high artistic standard of
the ensemble.

Athelas is in every sense a barrier-breaking ensemble.
With great enthusiasm, everybody within or close to the
ensemble, becomes a mouthpiece for the avant-garde through
innovative projects that overcome aesthetic limitations and
physical boundaries.

http://www.integralive.org
mail@integralive.org

Research Centres
CIRMMT, McGill University, Montreal
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Nordic
Women Composers:
Part 4, Iceland
by Guy Rickards

China River), Vort líf (Our Life), Þjóðvísa (Folksong),
Kall sat undir kletti (The Old Man and the Nymph) and
Sönglað á göngu (Singing while Strolling), but she has
also composed choral songs, including Love Song – at
11 minutes more a small cantata – and Mansöngur with
string orchestral accompaniment on a text taken from
the old Ólafs ríma Grænlendings.
Jórunn’s style is delicate but less traditional than it
seems at first hearing. Folksong remains a primary
source of inspiration but her music is more broadly
based and not the typical product of a folk-composer.
It undoubtedly deserves wider currency but although
two whole CDs have been devoted to her on the
Smekkleysa label, these are as hard to obtain as are
concrete facts about her works, dates for which are
mostly not readily available.

VIÐAR, Principal works:
standing in splendid isolation atop the mid-

Ballet:
Fire
Ólafur Liljurós (in one act)

Atlantic fault, Iceland has a vibrant musical culture to
rival that of her Nordic cousins, all the more remarkable if one recalls that secular music endured an official
ecclesiastical ban for several centuries (driving the folk
tradition underground) and that Beethoven’s symphonies have received their Icelandic premieres in living
memory!
The earliest women in Iceland to start composing, especially songs, did so in the years between the two world
wars. Elisabet Jónsdóttir, Ingunn Bjarnadóttir (190572) and Þórey Sigurðadóttir (1907-97) were amongst
the first, shadowy figures composing songs in a light, salon style with roots in German lied, a few of which have
been recorded. Three more women born as the Great
War ended extended these pioneering efforts: Selma
Kaldalóns (1919-84, daughter of the great song-writer
Sigvaldi Kaldalóns), Maria Brynjólfsdóttir (b 1919)
– the self-taught creator of the lovely Spörfuglinn – and
the doyenne of Icelandic women composers, Jórunn
Viðar (b 1918), the first to make a national reputation.
After graduating from the Reykjavík College aged just
18 in 1936, Jórunn pursued her studies abroad, first at
the Berlin Hochschule (1936-8) then, after a break, as a
composition student of Giannini at the Juilliard School
in New York between 1943 and 1945. She also trained
as a pianist, however, as late as 1959-60 studying piano
in Vienna, and made the inevitable move into teaching
characteristic of so many composers.
As a creative artist Jórunn has written in a variety of
forms, large and small. She has composed two ballets,
Fire and Ólafur Liljurós, and a piano concerto with
the title Slátta. She also wrote the first film score in
10

Film:
Síðasti bærinn í dalnum
Orchestral:
Piano Concerto Slátta (1977)
Chamber:
Icelandic Suite for violin & piano
Variations on an old Icelandic Song for cello & piano
(1964)
Meditations on 5 Icelandic Ballads for piano (1965)

Jórunn Viðar

Iceland, for Óskar Gíslason’s Síðasti bærinn í dalnum
(The Last Farm in the Valley), but as with Sigvaldi
Kaldalóns it is her songs that have proved her most enduring legacy as a composer. This was given a further
boost when Iceland’s international superstar Björk included her song Vökuró (Vigil) on her album Medúlla.
Her other well known lied songs include Únglíngurinn
í skóginum (The Youth in the Wood), Við Kínafljót (By

Vocal:
Barnagælur for mixed choir
Love Song for mixed choir & piano
Mansöngur fyrir Ólafs rímu Grænlendings for mixed
choir & string orch.
6 Sönglög on poems by Halldor Björnsdóttir
for voice & piano
Únglíngurinn í Skóginum for voice & piano
Vökuró for voice & piano
Jól (Christmas) for mixed choir, flute & organ;
for women’s choir & chamber orchestra
Publisher: IMIC
Recordings:
Kall sat undir kletti, Vorljóð á ýli [+ songs by

Elisabet Jónsdóttir, Ingunn Bjarnadóttir, Selma
Kaldalóns, Maria Brynjólfsdóttir, Karólína
Eiríksdóttir ao] Ásgerður Júníusdóttir (sop),
various accompanists (Smekkleysa SMK 21)
Únglíngurinn í Skóginum, Vökuró & 18 Songs
Various performers (Smekkleysa SMK8CD)
Vökuró Björk on album Medúlla
Barnagælur Hamrahlið Choir (ITM 8-05)
Piano Concerto Slátta; Meditations on 5 Icelandic
Ballads; Variations on an Old Icelandic Song;
Icelandic Suite Various performers (Smekkleysa
SMK9CD)

Jórunn’s position in Icelandic composition is not unlike that of Leiviska in Finland, a much talented figure
who has yet to achieve her due. Iceland has yet to produce a Saariaho or Rehnqvist, but the woman composer
who has achieved the most marked international prominence is Reykjavík-born KARÓLÍNA EIRÍKSDÓTTIR
(b 1951). She studied composition with Thorkell
Sigurbjörnsson at the Reykjavík College of Music and
George Wilson and William Albright at the University
of Michigan in Ann Arbor, graduating in 1978.
Following a double career as composer and teacher, her
music has been played around the world, most notably
her hour-long first chamber opera Someone I Have Seen
(1988), which has been performed in Reykjavík, London
and Greifswald in Germany following its premiere in
Vadstena in Sweden. She has been a featured composer
at several music festivals and received some high-profile
commissions and performances, such as that of her
orchestral Toccata at the Berlin Philharmonie Hall to
mark the inauguration of Nordic embassies in 1999
and of Sonance at the opening of “Scandinavia Today”
in Washington DC the next year. The Arditti Quartet,
Helsinki Philharmonic and BBC Symphony Orchestras
have also featured her music in their concerts.

Her most familiar work remains the Sinfonietta commissioned by the Iceland National Broadcasting Service
for television and premiered by the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra in 1985. It has even been recorded twice,
once on LP conducted by Paul Zukofsky and again
on CD conducted by Jean-Pierre Jacquillat. Its four
compact movements contain a wealth of incident,
attractively scored, but set in wide-open, often spare
tonal landscapes. These had been traversed previously
in works such as the Five Pieces for chamber orchestra
(1982-3), also composed for the Iceland Symphony
Orchestra, and instrumental works such as the demanding violin solo In Vultu Solis (In the heat of the sun,
1980). Karólína has written a number of unaccompanied
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instrumental works of varying types and sizes, for
flute – the delightful Flute Reel (1998) – and alto flute,
clarinet, piano and cello and, most recently Gradus ad
profundum for double bass (2002) and Within the Circle
for guitar (2004). Karólína has produced several works
for this last instrument, including the atmospheric suite
Whence this Calm? (1990) and a Concerto (2001). The
flute is another favourite, especially in a pair for which
she has produced a double concerto (2004) as well as
the high-spirited Jouissance (1993), one of her most
attractive works.
Aside from two chamber operas (the second, Man
Alive, followed in 1999 and remains her longest work
to date) and music for a puppet-theatre production,
The Blue Maid (1993), her vocal music output has
not received such attention. Yet she is an accomplished word setter, as her two cycles (with piano)
Land Possessed by Poems (1987) and Living by the
Sea (1997) amply confirm. The former, written for
baritone, makes some effective use of falsetto at both
extremes of the vocal range while the later cycle covers a surprisingly wide expressive range. But then that
is symptomatic of Karólína’s output as a whole.

Hringhenda for clarinet (1989)
Whence This Calm? for guitar (1990)
Mutanza for harpsichord & wind quintet (1991)
Renku for clarinet, violin, cello & piano (1992)
Jouissance for 2 flutes (1993)
Clouds for cello (1995)
Flute Reel for solo flute (1998)
Saxophone Quartet (1998)
Miniatures for clarinet, violin, cello & piano (1999)
Spor for alto flute (2000)
Gradus ad profundum (2002)
Strenglag for viola & piano (2003)
Within the Circle (2004)
Vocal:
Some Days for soprano & ensemble (two versions:
1982; 1991)
Song cycle Land Possessed by Poems (1987-8)
Part songs: Wild Youth, Winter (1991)
Hymn Frábæra, bæra for soprano, viola da gamba &
harpsichord (1994)
Song cycle Living by the Sea (1997)
Publishers: IMIC

EIRÍKSDÓTTIR,Principal works:
Chamber opera:
Someone I Have Seen (1988)
Man Alive (1999)
Puppet theatre:
The Blue Maid (1983)
Orchestral:
Notes (1978)
Sonance (1981)
5 Pieces for chamber orch (1983)
Sinfonietta (1985)
Klifur (1991)
3 Paragraphs (1993)
Clarinet Concerto (1994)
Toccata (1999)
Guitar Concerto (2001)
Concerto for 2 Flutes & orchestra (2004)
Chamber:
Fragments for nonet (1979)
In Vultu Solis (In the heat of the sun) for violin (1980)
6 Movements for string quartet (1983)
Rhapsody for piano (1986)
Piano Trio (1987)
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Recordings:
Sinfonietta. Iceland SO/Zukofsky ITM 5-05 (LP only)
Sinfonietta, In Vultu Solis, Piano Trio, Rhapsody, 5
Pieces, Land Possessed by Poems, Someone I Have
Seen – Act 2 Various performers. (ITM CD 7-01)
Renku Ýmir Ensemble (ITM 8-03)
Flute Reel, Clouds, Whence This Calm?, Jouissance,
Living by the Sea Various performers (Smekkleysa
SMK 13 . AC99023)
Wild Youth. Winter Hamrahlið Choir. (Smekkleysa
SMK22)

A group of Icelandic women born in the early 1960s
followed in Karólína Eiríksdóttir’s wake. MIST
ÞORKELSDÓTTIR (b 1960) was the first to emerge.
The daughter of probably the most famous Icelandic
composer after Jón Leifs, Þorkell Sigurbjörnsson, she
studied piano and harpsichord at Reykjavík College
and later composition with Russell Harris at Hambline
University, St Paul, Minnesota, graduating in 1982.
She continued on to the New York State University at
Buffalo and eventually received her master’s degree
from Boston University in 1993, having studied with
Theodor Antoniou and Lukas Foss. (In the course of her
studies she also attended the classes of Lejaren Hiller
and Morton Feldman.) In the meantime, she started
her career as composer and teacher, as well as being

administrator for the Musica Nova and Ung Nordisk
Musik Festivals. More recently, she has served as the
chairman of the Icelandic Music Information Centre,
Head of Music at the Iceland Academy of Arts (she set
the department up from nothing five years ago) and on
the board of the Icelandic Composers’ Society. She also
sang for a while in the famous Hamrahlið Choir.
As a composer, Mist has been the beneficiary of a number of stipends and received several commissions from
across the Nordic nations and the US. Her works range
from a children’s opera, Tiger Flower (1992), to orchestral, chamber, instrumental and vocal compositions. Her
orchestral output is modest, but includes a Fantasea and
Icelandic Suite. Her chamber output includes two clarinet
trios, Trinity (1990) and Transfiguration (1999), the titles
representative of the many works in her oeuvre with
a sacred or religious connection. Although she has not
published any solo harpsichord music, two of her larger
chamber pieces feature it: Skálholts Trio (1994, with oboe
& viola) and Pottaseiður (1997, with flute, oboe, violin
and cello). And she has produced a piece for a unique
combination – Duo Amore for oboe d’amore & viola
d’amore (1994). Her piano Sónata til Lífsins is a bold work
and has received several performances outside Iceland.
Only a few of her works have been recorded, one of the
most appealing being her delightful flute solo By the
Bedside (1990), a gentle extended lullaby written to celebrate the birth of her son and commissioned by Martial
Nardeau. From the same year, Greetings for piano is
more radical in idiom and covers a far greater range of
styles and expression in its quietly incident-packed six
and a half minutes. Her works tend to the small scale,
even for an Icelander, and only a few of her fifty or so
works run well into double figures of minutes.
Her vocal music, however, takes up a sizeable portion
of her worklist and reveals that she, too, is an instinctively fine word-setter, as her lied song Þú ert átján,
for example, amply demonstrates. But it is her sacred
music that perhaps reveals the deepest insights into
her musical personality, not least in the group of hymn
settings based on ancient Icelandic texts (and using old
hymn tunes) that were written as a part of a project
based in Skálholt to celebrate the millennium. In the
motets In God my heart delights, In thee my spirit takes
joy O God and Sweet praise to thee be sung the spirit of
past ages comes alive in music of delicate reverence,
whilst O wretch that I am for baritone and strings is as
anguished and deeply moving as many more celebrated
tragic offerings from the nineteenth century, and convincingly twenty-first century in manner. In contrast,
Grýla’s Motley Crew – one of four pieces written for the
Hamrahlið Choir – is a witty and playful piece describing the ogress of Norse legend.

ÞORKELSDÓTTIR, Principal works:
Children’s opera:
Tiger Flower (1992)
Orchestral:
Fantasea (1987)
String Dance for harp & small orchestra (1990)
Icelandic Suite (1994)
Kvinnan Fróma for strings (1999)
Chamber:
Trinity for clarinet, cello & piano (1985)
By the Bedside for flute (1990)
Cesiliana for violin & piano (1990)
Greetings for piano (1990)
Duo Amore (1994)
Skálholts Trio (1994)
Sónata til Lífsins for piano (1996)
Pottaseiður (1997)
Transfiguration for clarinet, violin & piano (1999)
Afagull for 2 flutes (2001)
Vocal:
David 116 for baritone & small orchestra (1984)
Dance for voice & guitar (1985)
Smalasöngvar for voice, clarinet & piano (1988)
Meditation for mixed choir, 2 Baroque flutes &
harp (1994)
Laudate for mixed choir (1997)
Iubilate for mixed choir (1998)
Grýla’s Motley Crew for mixed choir
Publishers: IMIC
Recordings:
Greetings Örn Magnússon ITM 8-02
By the Bedside Martial Nardeau ITM 8-06
In God my heart delights, O wretch that I am, In thee
my spirit takes joy O God, Sweet praise to thee be
sung Gríma Vocal Ensemble, various accompanists
(Smekkleysa SMK31)
Grýla’s Motley Crew Hamrahlið Choir
(Smekkleysa SMK22)
Þú ert átján Ásgerður Júníusdóttir (sop),
various accompanists (Smekkleysa SMK 21)

Born in the same year as Mist, BÁRA

GRÍMSDÓTTIR came to music very young, beginning
her studies at the Children’s Music School at the age
of 7. As a child, her listening centred on traditional
Icelandic music (both her parents were accomplished
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Since 1994 Bára has lived on the Westmann Islands (just
south of Iceland) where she has worked as a music teacher
and conductor of the local adult and school choirs. Here
she has composing activities, writing several choral
works for these choirs, although other groups, such as
the chamber choir Hljómeyki, have taken her music up.
Having trained previously as a pianist (she played keyboard in a dance band in her Reykjavík student years),
she has also found success singing traditional Icelandic
music with various ensembles and has broadcast on radio
and TV. As with her former teacher, Karólína Eiríksdóttir,
Bára had a spell as resident composer at Skálholt.
Bára’s worklist is still modest with choral music accounting for around 75% of her output. Most of her
purely instrumental pieces date from her apprenticeship, but in the last couple of years she has again
started writing for instrumental forces, albeit on a
modest scale, the largest items thus far being Insight for
wind quintet, percussion & string quintet (2004)
and two choral works from the previous year: Hugsun
Kalda – for mixed choir, organ, oboe & percussion –
and Englavísur for children’s choir, mixed choir, oboe &
strings. Occasionally, her writing can be a little obvious, as in the song Svo Þú gætir óskad. Her finest works,
though, are her sacred works, of which her hymn to
the Virgin, Ad Beatem Virginem (1998), is a brilliant
example. Running to over twenty minutes in length,
this gentle music builds to two main climaxes using the
simplest means. The purity of the musical language, allied to the subtlety with which it is used, make a lasting
impression. Even finer is another cantata-sized work,
In Memoriam Piissimae Matronae (2000), honouring
the pious Sigriður Jónsdóttir (1677-1730, wife of the
bishop of Skálholt in the early eighteenth century). Not
all of her music is sacred in nature, and she has recently
twice turned to William Blake’s poetry, as in Night
(2002) and The Angel (2005).
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GRÍMSDÓTTIR, Principal works:
Orchestral:
Skinnpilsa for large wind band (2005)
Chamber:
Einsemd Eriks Johansonar for piano (1989)
White June for flute (1990)
A Dance Suite for Matti for violin (1991)
Það Drýpur… for organ (1992)
Insight (2004)
Vocal:
Svo Þú gætir óskad for voice, chorus & string trio
Lunching at the Café for mezzo, clarinet, accordion, violin, 2 violas & double bass (1993)
Nightpoem for voice,
2 recorders & percussion (1994)
Barnagæla Frá Nýa Íslandi for womens or
children’s choir (1995)
Mary, maiden glorious for male choir (1997)
I will praise her and laud for mixed choir (1997;
alternate version 2002)
Ad Beatem Virginem for mixed choir (1998)
Hymn My soul is beset with woes,
arr for mixed choir (2000)
In Memoriam Piissimae Matronae
for mixed choir (2000)
Da pacem Domine for women’s choir (2001)
I Think of Angels for mixed choir & solo voice (2001)
Night for mixed choir (2002)
Hugsun Kalda for mixed choir, organ,
oboe & percussion (2003)
Englavísur for children’s choir, mixed choir,
oboe & strings (2003)
The Angel for women’s choir (2005)
Publishers: IMIC
Recordings:
‘Virgo gloriosa’: My soul is beset with woes,
Ad Beatem Virginem, Mary, maiden glorious,
Mary, the lord God’s lily, I will praise her and
laud, In Memoriam Piissimae Matronae Hljómeyki
(Smekkleysa SMK 23)
I will praise her and laud, Forgefins muntu mer
Kammerkor Suðurlands (Smekkleysa SMK 17)
Svo Þú gætir óskad Ásgerður Júníusdóttir (sop),
various accompanists (Smekkleysa SMK 21)
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singers) and pop, until at 15 she encountered the folkjazz improvisations of Jan Garbarek, which proved a
formative influence. Her exposure to Classical music only
came later, while a student at Reykjavík College, from
which she graduated twice, first with a music diploma in
1983 and later with a degree in composition in 1989. In
between, she taught at schools in Iceland and Norway,
got married, had a child and started her career as a choral
conductor, an activity she continues to the present day.
Composition came slowly to her, the crucial experience
being private lessons with Karólína Eiríksdóttir before
taking her degree. Her post-graduate studies continued
in the Netherlands, initially at Utrecht University with
Tristan Keuris until 1990, then with Louis Andriessen at
the Royal College in The Hague to 1992 and finally as a
private student of Ron Ford’s in Amsterdam for 2 years.
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Like Bára, HILDIGUNNUR RÚNARSDÓTTIR (b
1964) started music at the age of 7 and eventually
graduated with a degree in composition from Reykjavík
College in 1989. Her postgraduate years were spent in
Hamburg, where she studied with Günther Friedrichs,
and in Copenhagen with Svend Hvidfelt Nielsen. For
her, too, vocal music-making is the pre-eminent part
of her career and Hildigunnur has sung in a number of
choirs, including Hljómeyki and Koncertforeningens
Kor in Copenhagen. (Although she has not been a member of the most famous Icelandic choir, Hamrahlið, her
three siblings have been, and in the part-songs Summer
Rain Sings Out and Sleepless Night which she wrote for
the choir, there are solos for her sister Hallveig and
brother Ólafur.) Hildigunnur currently works as a composer and teacher in Reykjavík although she has been
involved in projects overseas, as in England in 2003.

Choral and vocal compositions make up the majority
of her output, which numbers over 130 items in total.
The bulk of these are short part-songs and motets,
some lasting under a minute. The largest of them
include a children’s opera Hnetu-Jón og gullgæsin
(1994) – of which in collaboration with Oliver Kentish
she made an English version the following year with
the title Johnny & the Golden Goose – the song set Af
Forlaganna fleygistraumi and, her grandest work to
date, Guðbrandsmessa for soloists, chorus & orchestra
(2003), dedicated to Bishop Guðbrandur Þorláksson.
Her unaccompanied choral works show a similar purity
of style to Bára Grímsdóttir’s, and her contributions
to the Skálholt project using old Icelandic hymns and
texts show a reverential and rather non-interfering
approach. Yet her output overall is much wider in range
than most of her peer group, including an organ concerto, orchestral works, solos for flute and tuba, duos
and chamber works (often from early in her career).
In the last few years the scale of her compositions has
expanded including writing for larger forces. It will be
interesting to hear in which direction she moves.

Chamber:
Duo Sancto for violin & cello (1990)
Tubo Turbano for tuba solo (1990)
Brass Quintet No 1 (1991)
Marr for flute, clarinet & string quartet (1993)
Cyradis for flute (1999)
Dance for 2 violins & cello (1999)
Nocturne for oboe & guitar (2001)
Vocal:
Í ást solar for soprano & piano
Missa brevis for mixed choirs (1986)
Ave Maria for soprano, alto & mixed choir (1991)
Í Úlfdölum for soprano, tenor, choir & chamber orch
(1991)
Summer Rain Sings Out for mixed choir (1994)
Man Ég Þig Mey folksong arr for tenor & flute
(1996; other versions for piano, & voice & piano)
3 Psalms of David for soprano, alto, tenor, bass,
mixed choir & organ (1996)
Sleepless Night for mixed choir (1997)
God supreme the three and one for mixed chorus (1997)
Heal now all my sinner’s wounds for mixed chorus
(1997)
Have mercy upon me gentle God for mixed chorus
(1997)
Our Lord still owns a field for mixed chorus (2000)
The New Year for 2 sopranos & alto (2000)
Vocalise for 8 sopranos & cello (2001)
Saga for mixed choir & percussion (2002)
Kemur kvöld for voice & chamber orch (2003)
Af Forlaganna fleygistraumi for soprano
& piano (2003)
Guðbrandsmessa for soloists, chorus & orch (2003)
Maríu vísur for chorus, percussion & organ (2004)
Stjarnan mín og stjarnan þín: Yule saga for voices
& orch (2004)
Duets for Vonda Krakk for soprano, tenor
& piano (2005)
3 Duets for soprano, tenor & piano (2005)
Publishers: IMIC, Ísafold

RÚNARSDÓTTIR, Principal works:
Children’s opera:
Hnetu-Jón og gullgæsin (1994; English
version, Johnny & the Golden Goose, 1995)
Orchestral:
Eclipse (1989)
Blandaðir Dansar (1998)
Elegy for chamber orch (1999)
Concerto for organ, strings & percussion
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Recordings:
Our Lord still owns a field, Sink never to deception,
The New Year, God supreme the three and one, Heal
now all my sinner’s wounds, Have mercy upon me gen
tle God Gríma Vocal Ensemble, various accompanists
(Smekkleysa SMK31)
Summer Rain Sings Out, Sleepless Night Hamrahlið
Choir (Smekkleysa SMK 22)
Í ást sólar Ásgerður Júníusdóttir (sop), accompanist
(Smekkleysa SMK 21)

ELÍN GUNNLAUGSDÓTTIR (b 1965) also works as
a composer, singer (also in Hljómeyki) and teacher.
She graduated from Reykjavík in 1993 after studying with Hroðmar Ingi Sigurbjörnsson & Guðmundur
Hafsteinsson, then took a postgraduate course at the
Royal College in The Hague under Theo Loevendie
and Diderik Wagenaar, concluding in 1998. Her works,
far more modest in number and again mostly vocal
and choral, have been performed across the Nordic
Countries, in Spain and the USA. In 2001 she won an
award for sacred music from the National Church of
Iceland’s Music Fund. She, too, was a featured composer in the Skálholt project and her hymn settings
follow Hildigunnur’s straightforward approach rather
than the recompositions of Mist.
Elín’s music is generally small-scale in construction
and imaginative in instrumental resources, but as with
several of her contemporaries, she has avoided writing
in the larger standard forms of Classical music. What
she has produced thus far follows her own personal
idiom and there are signs, as with Hildigunnur’s recent
work, of an expansion of scope and aim in her work.

Hjarta mitt er stöðugt for chorus (2001)
Summarskuggar for soprano, clarinet & piano (2001-2)
Svo er skrifað for mixed chorus & organ (2003)
Maríuvísa for soprano & organ (2004)
Sporin í snjónum for soprano & piano (2004)
Songs about Mary & Jesus for soprano,
baroque violin & theorbo (2004)
Sálmar á atómöld for soprano, flute, clarinet
& string quartet (2004)
Im Dunklen Spiegel for soprano, cor anglais
& string trio (2005)
Publishers: IMIC
Recordings:
Jesus our redemption and shelter ever, Sweet God
my father true, Teach me to recognise thy love, Holy
holy, The people thank you Gríma Vocal Ensemble,
various accompanists (Smekkleysa SMK31)
Á Guð skal heita, Um pað hvað hégómlegur
Kammerkor Suðurlands (Smekkleysa SMK 17)
Rigning í Reykjavík Ásgerður Júníusdóttir (sop), accompanists (Smekkleysa SMK 21)
Spil I Hanne Tolbøll & Jenny Nilsson (Paula
PACD125)

GUNNLAUGSDÓTTIR, Principal works:
Orchestral:
Portraits of the Sea (1993)
Diaphonia (1996)
Dance (2005)
Chamber:
Flautufuglinn for recorder quartet (1992)
Lines for clarinet (1994)
Eins og ský for string quartet (1997)
Taramgambadi for harpsichord (1998)
Rún for bass clarinet (1999)
Spil I for 2 tenor recorders (2000)
Spil II for 2 flutes (2000)
Evening Faces for oboe (2002)
Fyrir líknar kraptinn þinn for recorder quartet (2002)
Journey for flute, clarinet, piano & string quartet
(2004)
Vocal:
Something Beautiful for soprano, alto flute & guitar
(1991)
Vögguvísa for children’s or women’s choir (1993)
3 Passion Psalms for mixed choir (1992-4)
Lofsöngur Maríu for soprano & mixed chorus (1998)
Á Guð skal heita for mixed chorus (1999)
Rigning í Reykjavík for soprano, flute & cello (2000)

That, however, is not the end of the story for
Icelandic women composers, as the successors
to Bára, Mist, Hildigunnur and Elín are already
beginning to come forward, figures such as ÞURIÐUR
JÓNSDÓTTIR (b 1967), Anna S þorvaldsdóttir (b
1977) and þóra Marteinsdóttir (b 1978), each of whom
are producing instrumental and vocal compositions
in broadly equal measure. þuriður has achieved some
high-profile successes, with several performances at the
Reykjavík Dark Music Days Festivals in recent years,
two nominations for best composition for the Icelandic
Music Prize as well as success at the International
Rostrum of Composers 2004 for Flow and Fusion, an
orchestral work with percussion and electronics, which
also earned her the nomination for this year's Nordic
Music Prize. þuriður took the flute at the Reykjavík
Conservatory and then moved to Italy to studying
composition and electronics, first in Bologna, later
(1992) with Donatoni and (1995-6) with Solbiati.
Although her works have been performed in Europe,
she has yet to secure a breakthrough in the Englishspeaking world.

I am indebted to the websites of Iceland Music Information
Centre, Karólína Eiríksdóttir and Elín Gunnlaugsdóttir for
the information and quotes used in my text.
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Scandinavian Jazz and the
Global Jazz Explosion
by Stuart Nicholson

G

lobalization is one of those words we hear and
read about every day. The tearing down of trade
barriers, collapsing of distances, spread of information,
a world without walls. All our lives and cultures are
becoming increasingly subject to the disciplines of the
global market place, with “one worldism” a buzzword
on the lips of politicians, industrialists and media folk
who point to baseball-hatted teenagers around the
globe, a shared worldwide television culture and the
power of global pop and computer markets.
Globalization, as Professor David Held and his colleagues say in their influential book Global Transformations:
Politics, Economics and Culture, is “the central driving
force behind the rapid changes that are reshaping societies and world order.” So if globalization has the
power to “reshape societies and world order,” it is not
unreasonable to suppose it has the power to reshape
jazz which, like any form of cultural capital in the global
marketplace, has not been able to escape its effects.
Yet ironically, as the flow of communication in the
global cultural economy becomes ever faster, the people
who are not discussing the effects of globalization on
jazz are Americans. Open any jazz history book and
you will see it is constructed almost entirely within the
borders of the United States with very little attention
paid to developments outside them.
Yet jazz was a harbinger of what we now call
globalization, owing its world-wide popularity in
the early years of the twentieth century to a fast
expanding record industry and a leisure revolution
that were global in scope. The dissemination of jazz
around the world, the so-called “globalization” of the
music through recordings, meant that as each “style”
of jazz emerged in America, it could be heard months
later being imitated by local musicians in London,
Paris, Copenhagen and Rome.
Today, local musicians can be found in most countries
able to play in the classic American jazz styles that
have been spread around the world through the
international trade routes of the global cultural
economy and can be measured by the most exacting
standards in jazz. You only have to look at the late
Niels−Henning Ørsted Pedersen for an example of
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this, a brilliant Danish bass player who was in demand
by some of the biggest names in jazz including Oscar
Peterson, Count Basie and Ella Fitzgerald.
But while many local musicians have chosen to play
in the globalized hegemonic styles of jazz − where,
for example, a Danish band playing hard bop in
Copenhagen’s Jazzhouse might sound very similar
to an American band playing hard bop in the Village
Vanguard jazz club in New York City − others choose
to play in a “glocal” style that has assimilated the basic
syntax of classic and contemporary hegemonic styles
(the globalization process), but has been reinscribed with
“local” significance (the glocalization process).
“Glocalization” can involve incorporating elements such
as national imagery, folkloric or classical elements that
give the music relevance to its “local” music community,
such as the playing of the Swedish pianist Bobo Stenson,
who recorded four albums with American saxophonist
Charles Lloyd playing in a hard-driving, straight-ahead
style. “You can say with Charles this is ‘traditional
American music,’ I think,” he explained to me. But with
his own trio he plays a “glocalized” form of jazz shaped
by Stenson’s musical and cultural experiences, which can
be heard on recordings such as Reflections, Serenity, and
War Orphans.
“We play in the language of American jazz but I guess we
put other things into the music,” continues Stenson. “We
have other traditions here [in Scandinavia], more from
classical music and folk music and stuff, and I guess we
put that into the thing more than ‘traditional American
jazz.’ More important, we don’t need to play the American
way. It allows you to take the music in new directions.”
This process, of bringing Scandinavian elements
into jazz, dates back to 1951, when the 24-year-old
American saxophonist Stan Getz toured Sweden,
recording a version of an old Swedish folk song called
“Ack Värmeland Du Sköna,” which would later become
a jazz standard known as “Dear Old Stockholm.” In the
eyes of many Swedish musicians, Getz’s 1951 recording
sanctioned the introduction of Swedish folkloric
elements into jazz. By the mid-1950s saxophonist
Lars Gullin, inspired by Stan Getz’s version of “Ack
Värmeland du Sköna” on which he accompanied Getz,

developed his own “Swedish” voice by incorporating
elements of his own musical culture into jazz.
In 1964, pianist Jan Johannsen, also from Sweden, took
this process further when he released Jazz på Svenska,
an album of Swedish folk melodies taken from Svenska
Låtar interpreted from a jazz perspective. The carefully
nuanced sound of his piano, the gradation of his touch,
the exquisite detail of every note revealed by the
meticulous recording quality captured a unique sound in
jazz that has become known as the Nordic Tone. “Nordic
tonality is in fact a sort of blues, Nordic blues,” explained
drummer Egil Johansen. Sweden’s best-selling jazz
album ever, two of its tracks, “Visa från Utanmyra” and
“Emigrantvisa,” had wide exposure on Swedish radio
and were seen as a symbol of the Nordic tradition in the
midst of an increasingly pluralistic culture.
Subsequently, the Nordic Tone was given international
exposure on the Munich-based ECM label, which
championed Nordic musicians such as Jan Garbarek,
Edward Vesala, Arlid Anderson, Terje Rypdal and
Bobo Stenson and latterly younger musicians such as
Nils Petter Molvær, Tord Gustavsen and Trygve Seim.
Today, there is widespread critical consensus that Nordic
musicians are now at the forefront of jazz − the British
broadsheet The Guardian even suggesting that Oslo has
now replaced New Orleans and New York as the “new
capital of jazz.”
What sets Scandinavian jazz apart from the rest of
the world is the Nordic Tone, an exemplary example
of the “glocalization” effect, whereby the globalized
“American” styles of playing jazz have been reinscribed
with local significance, be it folkloric influences, classical
influences (such as romantic composers Wilhelm
Peterson−Berger or Hugo Alfvén), the cadences of a
different language or simply reshaped through the
influences of a completely different sociocultural
backdrop to the USA.

cultural anchors and identity. In an era of political turmoil and complex negotiations of personal and cultural
identity, jazz, more than ever in its history, is being used
as a means of asserting cultural identity. Today, glocalization can be seen as a process whereby “glocal” musicians seek to create original music that is both part of a
universal language of jazz and a singular expression of
national or ethnic identity. Examples of this might include
the Mediterranean flourishes of the Italian saxo-phonist
Gianluigi Trovesi, the English West Country moods of
saxophonist John Surman, South African Hi-Life jazz or
the gentle bossa novas unique to Brazilian jazz.
It’s a trend that echoes the rise of Nationalism in classical music at the end of the 19th century, when the prevailing hegemonic Germanic style of classical music was
reinscribed with “local” significance by composers such
as Grieg, Sibelius, Smetana, Borodin and Dvorak. Now
the overarching hegemonic styles of American jazz are
being reinscribed with local significance by “glocal” jazz
musicians and, just as the rise of Nationalism proved to
be a major development in the history of classical music,
the “glocalization” of jazz is proving to be the next major
development in the evolution of jazz with Scandinavian
musicians at the forefront of the “glocal” jazz explosion.
So what is “real jazz” of today? Reiterations and
variations on American jazz’s golden past or the
evolving, developing jazz of the global future?
Stuart Nicholson has written six books on jazz which have
been translated into eleven languages. He has received
two "Notable Book of the Year Awards" from the New
York Times Review of Books and writes on jazz for several
American and European newspapers and magazines. His
current book Is Jazz Dead (Or Has It Moved To A New
Address)? (Routledge, New York) has been described
as, “A definitive account of the state of the art” by the
Observer Music Monthly.

As the twenty-first century develops, we will see an
increasing “multi-dialectism” of jazz, just as we will
see the growing use of English. The analogy between
the English language and jazz is striking at this point.
English and jazz are both viewed in the world at
large as tools for expression and communication, not
as something that is “owned” by anyone. As Mary
Louise Pratt, former director of the Modern Language
Association of America, has pointed out, “The future of
English, like that of any lingua franca, does not belong to
its native speakers.” Equally, the future of jazz, a musical
lingua franca, is increasingly being decided beyond the
borders of the United States.
We know that globalization destroys boundaries and
in the process raises fears − fears about the loss of our
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New opera by
Faroese composer
Sunleif Rasmussen’s opera I Odamansgardi (The Madman's Garden) premiered at
The Nordic House, Torshavn, Faroe Islands
by Hilary Finch

T

hose who enjoy perusing nautical maps may
well be somewhat baffled if they catch sight
of two new North Atlantic oilfields called,
mysteriously, Marselius and Christella. The
leading characters of the first-ever Faroese opera are
thus immortalised: Atlantic Petroleum provided a
whimsical bonus to their bold sponsorship of the first
production of Sunleif Rasmussen's I Odamansgardi
(The Madman's Garden).
The opening night of the opera, in Torshavn's
beautiful glass-fronted, turf-roofed Nordic House, was
20

quite an occasion. The outside world marvelled that
a nation of 50,000 people, 70,000 sheep, and without
any opera house, concert-hall or theatre had actually
pulled it off. And those from within the Nordic
countries were excited to see what this 45-year-old
son of a fisherman, whose First Symphony was
awarded The Nordic Council's Music Prize in 2002,
would come up with.
The Madman's Garden, played in three continuous
acts, is based on a short story by the Faroese writer,
musician and artist William Heinesen, who died in

Scene from The Madman’s Garden

Heinesen described his story as a comment on what
went on in the Garden of Eden. Rasmussen, with his
librettist, the Faroese writer and poet Danial Hoydal,
has transmuted it into a potent fable of adolescence
and the search for the self. And in exploiting their
necessary logistical constraints, they have created
a challenging music-drama for two singers, two
actors, two dancers, and a chamber ensemble of 15
instrumentalists – in this case the Faroese ensemble
Aldubaran, who commissioned the work.
The garden of the title is a sort of "hortus conclusus"
– a place of refuge, of revelation, of self-discovery
– and the Madman within it, named Jordanson, might
be a lunatic, a poet, a narrator, an artist, a Green Man
– or, like the Garden itself, simply a projection of the
psychological and emotional lives of the Boy and
Girl who enter it. Like the Faroese weather – and the
fish-stocks -- everything is in a state of flux. Nothing
is what it seems. The two actors (Gunnva Zachariasen
as Stella Christina or Christella, and Hans Torgard
as Marselius) carry the narrative and control the
timing of the drama. (This, of course, necessitates
considerable aleatoric activity in the instrumental
writing.) And the two singers (the Danish soprano
Rebecca Persson and the Icelandic tenor Eyjolfur
Eyjolfsson) express the characters' innermost
thoughts in abstracted vowel patternings and phrases,
and in sensuous lines of vocalise, which go beyond
what words – even formal arias – can express.
The dancers, in turn, play out what both the actors
and the singers dare not: at first in the bird-play
of childhood innocence, and later in an intimate
waltzing, in moving counterpoint to the estranged and
estranging body-language of the actors. Jamie Boylan,
from the UK, and Kajsa Wadhia from Sweden (who also
choreographed the work) contributed a highly eloquent
strand to this complex tapestry of a music-drama.

has become more intuitive: for the listener, the
"abstraction" of traditional Faroese music which could
be remarked before is yet further abstracted. The
rhythmic life of the score grows from the metre of
the names Marselius and Stella Christina; and this
gives the music a unity and impetus throughout its 75
minutes.
With no orchestra pit, and an indifferent accoustic,
the conductor Bernhardur Wilkinson did a remarkable
job holding together the stage performances and
three groups of musicians hidden high behind gauzes
and behind the stage. He directed this complex,
multi-faceted score with clarity, precision and
enthusiastic commitment.
The performers themselves – and this was the very
model of pan-Nordic collaboration – gave their all,
even if, at times, one could have wished that there
had been a little more to give. Ria Torgard, directing,
was a little tentative, as was designer Elise Heinesen
(the writer's niece, and a London-based fashion
designer). Details like the relationship of the actors
to their alter egos, the singers – and, particularly,
the characterisation of the eponymous Madman
(powerfully sung by the Aland bass Bjorn Blomqvist)
will need deeper thought and tighter focus before
the work is ready to travel. But this is a highly
imaginative, eminently portable piece of music-drama,
with endless staging possibilities – ideal festival fare.
A DVD of this premiere production will be available
from Da Capo in spring 2007.
Hilary Finch is music critic at The Times

Sunleif Rasmussen

1991. His novels are close cousins to those of his
older Icelandic contemporary, Halldor Laxness. Both
study the idiosyncrasies of island life as a microcosm
of the hopes and fears of universal humanity; both
are salty, laconic, rich and strange. Heinesen's novel
The Black Cauldron, with its dizzy and kaleidoscopic
relationships and dark sexuality, and The Lost
Musicians, with its mystical response to music
itself, have both left their marks on the tale which
Rasmussen selected for his opera.

All of this has given Rasmussen's writing a palpable
new freedom of expression. As meticulous and
evocative as ever (the woodwind writing reminds
one of his Cantus Borealis), there is a new lyrical
expansiveness here. Rasmussen feels his writing
21
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New Releases
by Guy Rickards

It is typical of the twists and turns of Thomas Koppel’s
career that in returning to mainstream composition he
should do so firmly on his own terms. The concerto (in
four, dovetailed sections) also related to his political
concerns, the moonchild of the title being a small girl
from the underprivileged margins of Danish society.
The opening Largo, fluente – with its menacing drum
tattoo – hints at darker aspects of her dream but
these, alas, remain unrealised in what is by and large a
slightly saccharine piece.
The recorder, despite its piercing range, is a most
euphonious instrument and Koppel’s music catches
that quality almost to a fault. In the duo for sopranino
and tenor recorders with archlute, Nele’s Dances (1991,
composed for Petri and her lutenist husband Lars
Hannibal, who play it superbly here), the differences
in instrumental timbre produce some much needed
astringency to offset this basic sweetness. That lesson
was learned in his final piece for Petri, the Los Angeles
Street Concerto (1999), a virtuosic set of vignettes
inspired by the nocturnal urban desert of central Los
Angeles where Koppel was then living. With excellent
performances all round and superb sound, this is a fine,
suitably off-the-wall memorial to this most committed
composer, who died unexpectedly in February.
Thomas Koppel: Moonchild’s Dream; Nele’s
Dances; Los Angeles Street Concerto; Michala
Petri (recorders) Lars Hannibal (archlute) Copenhagen
Philharmonic Orchestra/Bo Holten Kremerata Baltica
(Dacapo 8.226021)

Koppel’s sentimental strain, audible in the recorder

pieces, re-appears in a set of ten piano improvisations
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that he recorded a month before his death. As with
the pieces on Dacapo’s disc, Koppel wrote short
poems to document and illustrate their inspiration.
Their picturesque titles can be misleading: the
opening Hanging Gardens of Babylon, for example,
is a miniature tone painting of a young (Iraqi?) girl
with “emerald eyes… flashing clearer than diamonds”
and “three rivers round her neck”. The identity of the
“jackal” that “can never get close to her” is unclear.
The provenance of the music is also unstated, with
no dates and few comments aside from the verse; his
brief and curiously valedictory introduction with its
series of thank-yous gives no clues. Whether recent
or much-played, the pieces do feel somewhat of a
piece, though few catch the quiet beauty of Hanging
Gardens. Koppel’s style is varied, with traces of
minimalism, jazz (e.g. the atmospheric Freedom Blues)
and Bach-like polyphony in the mix, but too often the
main ideas are not really developed but toyed with
then set aside. There can be no denying the intensity
of the composer’s intentions in a piece like Judas,
but – to be really picky – I wish he had combined his
ideas into larger pieces than kept them separate – the
Satiesque Lower Ninth Ward being a case in point,
a strong idea needing a wider context that those of
less singular items like A Love Song for the Earth or
Universal Woman may have provided.

encore, Swan Song (1987, arr. 2005), originally a TV
show theme. All three works are delivered with great
skill and zest by Koppel fils, with the excellent Odense
Symphony Orchestra under Nicolae Moldoveanu.
Cracking sound for an invigorating disc.

The two saxophone concertos make a vibrantly
contrasted pair. The First (1992, revised and expanded
in 2004) is a hugely enjoyable, exuberant work
embracing a wide variety of styles and musics. Its slow
tempo markings (Andante – Largo – Andante for the
first movement) mask predominantly rapid music,
with some dexterous virtuosity required in the solo
part; more to the point, the music is harmonically fastpaced. The work teems with ideas – listen to the vigour
of the finale’s coda, for instance – and alternates the
soprano and alto instruments.

Anders Koppel: Saxophone Concertos Nos 1 & 2;
Swan Song, for alto saxophone, harp & strings;
Benjamin Koppel (saxophones) Odense Symphony
Orchestra/Nicolae Moldoveanu (Dacapo 8.226036)

In his Second (2003), Koppel adopted (wisely) a different approach, in keeping with the more integrated
nature of his more recent works. Here, Koppel swaps
three movements for a single, extended span in multiple sections that create a more unified impression.
There’s incident aplenty, not least a riotous tango and
boisterous scherzo. The disc concludes with the soft
CarteBlanche.PDF
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If Benjamin Koppel is swiftly carving out a distinguis-

hed career for himself, he has still to achieve anything
remo-tely comparable to Jan Garbarek’s stature as not
just the leading saxophonist of his day but one of the
most feted wind instrumentalists alive. From his early
days playing in big bands in the mid-1960s, Garbarek has
become the leading jazz saxophonist and as a composer
scored a huge hit with the crossover album Officium.
In Praise of Dreams has not repeated Officium’s huge
success despite its Grammy nomination, and in truth it
divided critical opinion. All the pieces are by Garbarek
himself, confirming his winning way with jazz-inflected
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In the 1980s, a collaboration between Michala Petri,
darling of the recorder-playing world, and Thomas
Koppel – driving force behind the sensational Danish
rock band Savage Rose, political protester on behalf
of the underprivileged, who had eschewed notated
‘Classical’ composition for two decades – must have
seemed about as likely a prospect as the demolition
of the Berlin Wall. The year after the Wall came down,
Koppel, eldest son of Herman D. Koppel, wrote the
engaging concerto Moonchild’s Dream (1990-1) for her.

the concerto has become – as it is for Britain’s John
McCabe – Anders Koppel’s genre par excellence: he has
produced eighteen such solo works, including four for
marimba, as well as double concertos (e.g. for flute &
harp, 2 guitars, and saxophone & piano).

WORLD PREMIERE AT
BERGEN INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL 2007 /
FESTSPILLENE I BERGEN
May 23rd at 6 pm
May 24th at 8 pm
May 25th at 8 pm

Koppel’s playing is certainly very fine, as shown by his
rendition of the Andante from Bach’s Italian Concerto,
which “all by itself merged into [the composer’s]
stream of improvisations.” The interpretation is free
(purists should turn to Angela Hewitt on Hyperion) but
does chime in nicely with this moody, late-night disc.
Thomas Koppel: Improvisations for piano;
Thomas Koppel (piano) (Art People APCD 60108)

The Koppel clan appear in force on the next disc,

containing the two saxophone concertos by Thomas’
brother and Savage Rose co-founder, Anders (b 1947),
played by the latter’s genre-blending son Benjamin
(b 1974). Unlike Thomas, Anders turned to rock and
jazz from the outset, but in the early 1980s started
writing for Classical chamber ensembles. However,

Venue: Teatergarasjen
For further information, please contact:

Bent Sørensen meets contemporary dance!
Carte Blanche and BIT20 Ensemble join forces to celebrate festival composer of the Bergen International
Festival 2007 - Bent Sørensen, with a new full evening dance production.
Carte Blanche and choreographer Ingun Bjørnsgaard will be
creating new choreography to the music of Festival Composer
Bent Sørensen. Ingun Bjørnsgaard’s musicality permeated her
earlier works such as “Death and the Maiden” (2005) and “sonata
da camera” (2006), in which music by a wide variety of
composers (Franz Schubert, Domenico Scarlatti, Rolf Wallin
and Per Henrik Svalastog) is juxtaposed in unexpected but
effective contrasts. Ingun Bjørnsgaard is capable of both gripping and entertaining audiences with her characteristic style
between classicism and modernism.

Carte Blanche has invited Bergen’s foremost new music ensemble BIT20 to perform the music. During its 17-year existence
BIT20 has developed a close relationship with
Bent Sørensen, who composed the work “This
Night of No Moon” for the ensemble’s 10th anniversary in 1999. Ingun Bjørnsgaard has also
worked with his music - the string quartet “The
Lady of Shalott” (1993) in her piece “Ordinary

Artistic director Carte Blanche:
Arne Fagerholt
arne.fagerholt@ncb.no
+47 55 30 86 80
www.carteblanche.no
Artistic director BIT20 Ensemble:
Stein Olav Henrichsen
stein@bit20ensemble.no
+47 55 21 61 20

Choréographiques Internationales de Bagnolet.
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melody, although there is little overly Nordic to be
heard. Rather the tunes – especially those given
to violist Kim Kashkashian – have a folksy flavour
sometimes Celtic, sometimes sounding Middle Eastern.
It must be said that the technical demands of the music
are rather lighter than Kashkashian or drummer Manu
Katché must be used to, and less than those Benjamin
Koppel faces in his father’s concerti, but that should not
detract from the superb artistry on display. Garbarek’s
playing is restrained, rather minimalist, as if striving for
simplicity of texture and avoiding exhibitionist display.
The composer head now rules the performer heart.
Curiously, the trio play together in only four of the
eleven tracks, One goes there alone, Knot of place and
time, Iceburn and Conversation with a stone. In the
best tracks, for example, the opening As seen from
above, In praise of dreams, Cloud of unknowing and
Conversation with a stone, the effect is mesmerizing,
but in several tracks – such as the final A tale begun
– the musical content seems a little thin. ECM’s sound
is typically excellent, the booklet – equally typically for
a non-Classical release – is of no help in illuminating
the inspiration behind the Garbarek’s evocative titles.
Jan Garbarek: In Praise of Dreams; Jan Garbarek
(saxophones, synthesizers, samplers, percussion) Kim
Kashkashian (viola) Manu Katché (drums) (ECM New
Series ECM 1880)

Jazz of a more traditional – and dare I say, invigorating

– stamp features on the next disc, taken from a live
concert given at the 2000 Molde Jazz Festival by the
legendary American composer and pianist Chick Corea
with the 14-piece Trondheim Jazz Orchestra. The
program consists of eight numbers from the concert, all
in new arrangements by the Orchestra’s music director
Erlend Skomsvoll; so new in fact that Corea had not
seen them before the main rehearsal the day before!
The performances, nonetheless, are vibrant, the
orchestra well drilled with Corea in superlative form.
Skomsvoll’s arrangements, as Corea acknowledges
in a brief tribute in the booklet (more tellingly, he
toured them with the orchestra in 2001), are highly
imaginative, catching the music’s essence within a
bracing and bright-toned Nordic big band sound.
Matrix gets a kaleidoscopic treatment while Duende
emerges as a fast march fantasy. There are plenty of
restrained, delicate passages too, for example the
piano-and-saxophone duet right at the start of the
opening number, Crystal Silence, very nicely done
by Corea and Tor Yttredal, or the whole of Return
to Forever, a beautiful and evocative arrangement
of a song Corea had performed on his previous
visit to Molde in 1971. Corea’s tribute to his former
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bandleader and mentor Bud Powell is given a finely
judged period feel by Skomsvoll and features several
impressive solos, though none perhaps as memorable
as that in Matrix by tuba-player Oystein Baadsvik (but
then Skomsvoll is a tuba-player himself).
Everything Corea plays is warmly received by an
enthusiastic audience, but their appreciation features
often in jazz club fashion but never too intrusively. The
sound, engineered by Jan Erik Kongshaug, is warm and
clear, spotlighting the players to maximum advantage.
All-in-all, a thoroughly excellent jazz release.
‘Chick Corea Live in Molde’: Chick Corea, arr
Erlend Skomsvoll: Crystal Silence; Windows;
Matrix; Duende; Bud Powell; Return to Forever;
Spain Intro; Armandos Rhumba; Chick Corea
(piano, electric piano) Trondheim Jazz Orchestra/
Erlend Skomsvoll (MNJ CD 01)

100 years before Corea’s successful return concerts in
Norway, a home-grown talent was making an all-toobrief reputation and struggling with his largest work, a
Symphony in A minor. But despite respectable success
as a song and choral composer and conductor, Sigurd
Lie (1871-1904) lost his battle. Illness forced him to
relinquish the symphony’s manuscript to his former
teacher, Iver Holter (a fine composer whose music
demands rediscovery), with a few gaps. Holter duly
filled these in ahead of the premiere, but its reception
in Kristiania (now Oslo) was very mixed.

performances are all generally very good, but at 48’ it
is a pity more of Lie’s music has not been presented.
Sigurd Lie: Symphony in A minor; Concert Piece
on the folk song “Elland’s Nymph”, for violin &
orchestra; Wartburg – ballad for bass-baritone &
orchestra; Terje Tønnesen (violin) Frode Olsen (bassbaritone) Kristiansand Symphony Orchestra/Terje
Boye Hansen (Lindberg Lyd 2L27)

Lie’s achievement takes on a different light measured

against the greatest of all geniuses who died before
their time, Mozart, who outlived him by just two years.
The Nordic interest here is in EMI’s new disc of Leif Ove
Andsnes’ new recording of the Ninth and Eighteenth
Piano Concertos with the Norwegian Chamber
Orchestra, which he also directs. This follows
the acclaimed earlier recording from the same partnership of Haydn’s Piano Concertos 3, 4 & 11 and a DVD of
movements from concertos by Bach and Mozart.
Given the pedigree of the players, and the reliable brilliance of their performances, it is perhaps surprising
EMI have not availed themselves of their services

ARS NOVA

The sound, engineered by Arne Akselberg, is first class
with a natural bloom catching the acoustic of the Jar
Church in Oslo very nicely indeed. Curiously, EMI give
no information about the performers in the booklet,
symptomatic one fears of an equivocal attitude on their
part. Why that might be cannot be due to the quality of
the music-making.
Mozart: Piano Concertos Nos 9 in E flat, K271
& 18 in B flat, K456; Leif Ove Andsnes (piano,
conductor) Norwegian Chamber Orchestra (EMI 5
57803 2)

New releases from ARS NOVA records
Taverner & Tudor Music I

Most countries have one great talent cut off before
ma-turity is reached, such as the Spaniard Arriaga,
Ernst Mielck in Finland or Julius Reubke in Germany.
Unlike them, Lie made it into his 30s, before dying of
tuberculosis aged 33. His one symphony (1898-1903) is
an impressive work, betraying signal influences such
as Schumann, Brahms and Dvorak, but there is much
of Wagner, too, and the scherzo reminded me of the
younger, lighter Nielsen. Grieg is less obviously evident,
though Sinding’s First Symphony (the premiere of
which Lie may just have played in) may also be important, as Terje Mathisen suggests in the notes.
Too much has been made of the ordinariness of Lie’s
themes; not always overly distinctive perhaps, they
prove perfectly amenable to symphonic discourse. And
no-one seems to have noticed the Tchaikovskyan cast
of the Andante cantabile’s main melody.
The earlier Concert-Piece for violin and orchestra
(1894-5), based on the Norwegian folk ballad
“Elland’s Nymph”, is less personal but still well crafted
and I found it grew on me with repeated hearings.
The concert ballad Wartburg (1899-1900) shows his
flair for vocal writing and evocative orchestration. The

on disc more often. Andsnes is a top-flight virtuoso
who has established his credentials in the Classical
repertoire, while the Norwegian Chamber Orchestra
are the finest ensemble of their kind in the Nordic
world (and I state this as an avowed admirer of their
Ostrobothnian rivals!) with a truly international profile.
In these two concertos from 1777 and 1784 respectively, pianist and orchestra are in perfect harmony,
the interpretations unobtrusively allowing Mozart’s
intentions to emerge clearly (and Andsnes plays the
composer’s own cadenzas), a model of precision and
charm. Yet all are alive to the scale of these works, too.

ARS NOVA Copenhagen, Paul Hillier

This CD is one of a pair of recordings from ARS NOVA Records featuring a
Mass by John Taverner and a selection of works by other English composers
from the same era. The main work on this CD, Taverner’s Western Wind Mass,
is a series of brilliant choral variations based on a secular tune; it is ﬁttingly
interspersed with a selection of spiritual partsongs from the same period.
The ﬁrst-rate Danish vocal ensemble ARS NOVA oﬀers one of the most sonorous,
sensitively balanced, and interpretively satisfying renditions of John Taverner’s
Western Wind Mass to appear on disc. (10/10 Classics Today)

Terry Riley, “In C.”
ARS NOVA Copenhagen, Percurama Percussion Ensemble, Paul Hillier

Terry Riley’s masterpiece In C. – the work with which American minimalism
signed its name in the history book of music. From ARS NOVA Records comes
this fresh version recorded for the ﬁrst time by voices and mallet instruments.
... the voices sound beautiful and so engaged with the music ... Congratulations!
I am so grateful and honored that you are the one coming up with the deﬁnitive vocal
version of the piece. (Terry Riley, in a letter to Paul Hillier)

Read more on www.arsnova.dk
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Although there is a bassoon concerto by Mozart
there’s not a note of his on Knut Sönstevold’s
“Fagotto con forza”, the latest in Phono Suecia’s
enterprising instrumental series. Norwegian-born
Knut – son of the composers Gunnar and Maj
Sönstevold – is one of the finest bassoonists in
Europe and all credit to him for so pro-actively
extending the repertoire of his instrument.

The works featured are a vibrant mix. Per
Mårtensson’s four-movement Concerto (2002) is
scored for bassoon and large orchestra with live
electronics, featuring a kaleidoscopic range of
sonorities. The electronics are generated by the
soloist in two ways: from a contact microphone
on the instrument and by use of a pedal to trigger
computer programs that interact with the notated
score. Abstract in concept, it contrasts with
André Chini’s Goélette de jade (1999-2000), the
seed for which came from seeing a replica of the
schooner America and the ghostly way “green water
mirrored itself on the hull”. Predominantly lyrical,
it is, according to Sönstevold, “unbelievably well
written”. Daniel Börtz’s Concerto, for bassoon and
wind ensemble (1978-9), is different, abstract in

design but largely static like sculpture, although as
Sönstevold notes the central section has “like that
in Sibelius’ Fifth Symphony” a typically “Nordic
melancholy”. The final section glitters like an ice floe.
The two remaining pieces are shorter duos with piano
– Eliasson’s Wellen (2003) – and percussion (primarily
a bass zither): Ivo Nilsson’s Diabas (2005). Sönstevold
recorded Eliasson’s 1982 Bassoon Concerto in 1990
for Caprice but in contrast to that eruptive score,
Wellen (“Waves”) is pared down, implacable in tone
like a force of nature. Nilsson’s Diabas was inspired by
the residue of another such: dark grey rock left from
ancient volcanic eruptions. Sönstevold is audibly in
his element throughout these highly varied scores and
his delight in them is infectious. Phono Suecia’s sound
is excellent and completely masks the fact that the
works were recorded over the space of two years in
two separate locations.

‘Fagotto con forza’: Mårtensson: Bassoon
Concerto; Eliasson: Wellen, for bassoon & piano;
Chini: Goélette de jade; Börtz: Bassoon Concerto;
Ivo Nilsson: Diabas, for bassoon & percussion;

Knut Sönstevold (bassoon, electronics) George Öquist
(piano)Jonny Axelsson (bass zither) Swedish Radio
Symphony Orchestra/Andreas Hanson Uppsala
Chamber Orchestra/André Chini Swedish Wind
Ensemble/B. Tommy Andersson (Phono Suecia PSCD
164)

I first encountered the name and music of Jan
Carlstedt (1926-2004) around thirty years ago
– connected possibly to a broadcast or article for his
fiftieth birthday – and was immediately impressed.
Since then, however, opportunities for further
acquaintance with his output have been fitful, at
best. He seemed an undoubtedly talented and
craftsmanslike composer whose music, what one
heard of it, was a touch uneven. So I welcomed the
opportunity to get to know his Fourth, Fifth and
Sixth String Quartets in Acoustica’s latest issue of
their cycle with the Lysell Quartet (Quartets 1-3
have already been issued on Acoustica ACCD1013).
Even better, this disc provided me with the greatest
pleasure of all the discs under review here.

Carlstedt’s style does not have the strongest profile,
perhaps, being formed from influences as diverse as
Swedish folk music, Bartok, Britten and Shostakovich.
All of these appear in these three quartets in various
guises, usually fleetingly. The Fourth (1972) is
dedicated to Britten, a minor masterpiece which
sounds close to Holmboe in its part-writing. The folklike theme of the opening sonata-form Allegretto is
expressed in a luminous tonal language that is the
principal characteristic for the whole piece, although
there are plenty of volatile contrasts. In the Fifth
Quartet (1977) and Sixth (1998) one can discern
Shostakovich’s influence more openly and devotees
of the Russian composer will find much to enjoy
here, though Carlstedt dispenses with the angst and
melancholia that so mark his later quartets.
The style fits the Lysell like a glove and their committed
and beautifully prepared performances deserve the
widest currency. The recorded sound is first rate with
everything clear, set in a natural acoustic which allows
the music to breathe. Carlstedt completed a Seventh
and – according to Stig Jacobsson in the booklet – was
working on two more before he died; if not quite in
the same league as those of Bartók, Shostakovich or
Holmboe, Carlstedt’s quartets are not embarrassed by
such comparisons, either. Warmly recommended.
Carlstedt: String Quartets Nos 4 – 6;
Lysell Quartet (Acoustica ACCD-1015)
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“The north (Norden) – the Nordic countries”
is the collective name we give to the five countries Denmark, Fin
land, Iceland, Norway and Sweden.
“Scandinavia” is both a collective name for the three countries
Denmark, Norway and Sweden (and sometimes Finland) and for the
Scandinavian peninsula. As the name Scandinavia is better known
abroad it is often used (incorrectly from our point of view) to refer to
all five Nordic countries.
In the polit ical cooperation organized in the Nordic Council (coope
ration between the parliaments) and the Nordic Council of Ministers
(cooperation between the governments), the three areas with home
rule, the Faroes (DK), Greenland (DK) and Åland (FIN), are included
as almost equal partners alongside the five countries.

If you would like to advertise in Nordic Sounds, contact the editor for
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Nordic Sounds, Christian Winthers vej 14,
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Phone: +45 33 24 42 48, Fax: +45 33 24 42 46
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